Abstract-We explore a novel online packet scheduling model related to energy-efficiency in mobile data transport. This model incorporates multiple networks with non-persistent con nectivities where we only know which networks are available in the current timestep. When a packet arrives, it specifies a deadline and, for each network, a value it is worth if sent over that network. Our goal is to maximize the total value of packets we send by their deadlines. To encourage energy-efficiency, our model requires that packets have larger values for more energy efficient networks. We demonstrate low-constant-competitive algorithms for this problem and several restrictions. We also provide lower bounds which closely match our competitive ratios and, under some restrictions, are tight.
I. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of the smartphone has been a boon to modern productivity and personal entertainment. They pro vide telephony services, internet connectivity and powerful computing all in a portable package. It is for this reason that they are quickly gaining popularity in the global mobile device market [1] . In fact, smartphones are projected to dominate the U. S. mobile phone market by 2011 [2] ; it is quite clear that their universality is fast approaching.
Yet, all the new features offered by smartphones come at the cost of higher energy demands. Hence, energy-efficient methods are crucial to ensure prolonged battery life of the mobile device. It is particularly important that these energy saving measures not affect the performance of the device. In this work, we address energy-efficiency in perhaps the most attractive feature of a smartphone -internet connectivity.
Smartphones typically have the ability to connect to the internet either using the cellular network (e.g. 3G or GSM) or using a WiFi connection. WiFi connections are faster and spend less energy per bit sent when the connection is active [3] . However, mobile devices spend most of their time with an idle network connection during which time cellular connections are more energy efficient. Additionally, cellular towers typically have much longer range than WiFi hotspots, offering a more persistent connection. For these reasons, most phones default to a cellular connection since they are idle for most of the time and require the user to select when they want WiFi connectivity.
Recent works such as [4] , [5] , [6] have proposed that mobile devices be more proactive in internet connectivity. These methods explore energy-efficient ways to connect to a WiFi connection when available. This opportunistic WiFi connectivity reaps the benefits of WiFi during data transfer and of cellular connections during idle periods. However, this alone is not enough to ensure optimal energy usage; we should actively try to schedule as many data transfers as possible into a timeframe when WiFi connectivity is available. Doing this would also have the beneficial side effect of alleviating alarmingly high demands on cellular networks [7] , [8] .
We address this scheduling problem at the network packet level using a novel variant of packet scheduling which we call 2-network packet scheduling. Packets have an associated value gained by sending over a cellular connection and a value gained by sending over a WiFi connection. These values give a numerical interpretation to the utility gained by successfully sending the packet per unit energy spent. Since WiFi connections are more energy efficient, this gives us motivation to try and save as many packets as possible for times when WiFi is available. However, packets also have an associated deadline by which they must be sent in order to receive any value at all. Thus, it is sometimes beneficial for us to send a packet over the cellular connection if there is no hope of sending it over WiFi.
Packet models are commonly used within the wireless network community, but the diligent reader might ponder the viability of an arbitrary-length task model. However, the packet based model offers a level of granularity a task model cannot offer. It allows for much better performance in the presence of shorter WiFi connections that could otherwise be missed in a task model. We additionally get quicker adjustment when a user initially crosses into a WiFi hotspot. Arguably, these boundary cases may compose only a small fraction of the overall energy footprint of the mobile device, but note this then implies the average connection (or disconnection) times to a WiFi hotspot is relatively long. In that case, we can expect that all packets from a divided task are likely to be sent over the same network connection, thus closely mimicing a task model.
In this work, we provide a constant competitive algorithm for the above problem in general as well as under various restrictions. In addition, we consider a couple partially offline cases. The first assumes all packets are known up front, but may still have varying arrival times. This is a useful model when there are many recurring tasks in the system and few one-time tasks. The second assumes the availability of cellular and WiFi connections at each time step are known in advance, but packets still arrive in an online fashion. This is particularly applicable if the mobile device has a predictive system that can actively learn the user's daily routine (and thus predict when WiFi will be available). The findings in [9] strongly suggest that a very accurate predictor can in fact be built.
In all cases, we are able to provide close matching lower bounds and in some cases, tight lower bounds. Lastly, we show that the problem becomes extremely difficult when k ?: 3 networks are considered; no deterministic algorithm can be competitive and any randomized algorithm must have competitive ratio n(k). We are able to provide a matching O(k)-competitive randomized algorithm for this case.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We start by reviewing the framework of online algorithms and competitive analysis. This will allow us to fully define our packet scheduling model and discuss in detail our main results.
A. Online Problems and Competitive Analysis
We say that a problem is on line if the input is revealed piece-by-piece over a length of time. In contrast, an offline problem specifies the entire instance from the beginning. An online problem is usually accompanied by a restriction that at each timestep, some portion of the solution must be locked into place before the instance continues. This creates the difficulty of having to make decisions about the solution without knowing what will happen at future time steps.
Competitive analysis is typically the preferred method of online algorithm analysis. This form of analysis quantifies the algorithm's performance by examining the competitive ratio -the ratio of the algorithm's solution cost ALG to the optimal offline solution cost OPT. Ty pically, the competitive ratio is always expressed as a value of at least 1. Thus, if an algorithm has competitive ratio c in a particular problem instance, then this guarantees:
Note that this holds regardless of whether the problem is a minimization problem or a maximization problem. We say that an online algorithm is p-competitive if its competitive ratio is bounded by p for any problem instance.
III. RELATED WORK In standard packet scheduling, packets arrive in an online fashion. Each packet p is specified by its arrival time ap, deadline dp and value vp. At each time step t, we are to choose at most one packet p to send such that ap ::; t ::; dp. Our goal is to maximize the total value of packets sent. The online packet scheduling problem first appeared in 2001 in [10] and a deterministic lower bound of the golden ratio ¢ = H2V5 was shown in [11] shortly after. The simple greedy algorithm (sending highest value packet first) is known to be 2-competitive [10] . Since then, a number of slight improvements have been made in [12] , [13] , [14] with the current best being a 2 V2 -1 � 1.828-competitive algorithm. Interestingly, a ¢-competitive algorithm is known when packet deadlines are agreeable (ap < aq implies dp ::; dq) [15] . For randomized algorithms, a lower bound of 1.25 and an algorithm achieving competitive ratio e':'l ' where e is the base of the natural log, are given in [16] .
IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND RESULTS
In this work, we extend the packet scheduling model to accommodate multiple networks. In particular, we assume that there is persistent cellular network connection and an unpredictable WiFi network connection. Since the WiFi con nectivity is unpredictable, we only know at the current time step whether WiFi is available. Each timestep is classified as either wireless or cellular. Packets possess two values, a cellular value cp and a wireless value wp which correspond to the amounts we receive when sent on the respective networks. We can send at most one packet per timestep, and our goal is still to maximize the total value we receive over the instance.
Definition 1 (2-Network Packet Scheduling). A set of pack ets p = (ap, dp, cp, wp) arrive in an online fashion. At each time step t, we are told whether or not a WiFi connection is available and we mu st select at most on e packet p with ap ::; t ::; dp to send. If WiFi was available, then we receive Wp for sending this packet. Otherwise, we receive Cpo Ou r goal is to max imize the total value we re ceive throughout the instance.
As evident by our definition, we assume that either a cellular or wireless connection is available at each timestep. Thus, we can classify each timestep as a cellular timestep or a WiFi timestep. We also assume that cp ::; wp for all p to reflect the energy-savings associated with WiFi data transport.
In addition to the general problem above, we also consider the problem under each of the following restrictions:
We also consider the problem when the entire set of packets is known in advance, which we refer to as offline packets. Note that this modification makes the problem strictly easier since we can no longer be "disrupted" by unexpected packet arrivals. However, the problem is still not trivial since we do not know exactly when we'll have connections to WiFi.
Complementary to the offline packets version is an offline connectivity variant. Here, we know exactly when we will have connections to WiFi, but packets arrive online. Again, this assumption makes the problem strictly easier than the general version of the problem since we know exactly how much a packet will be worth at each time step. Yet a degree of difficulty still exists due to packets arriving online.
We also generalize the above problem to accommodate k 2: 3 networks. Here, networks have a total ordering in terms of energy-efficiency. Thus at any given time we need only consider sending over the most energy-efficient network to which we have a connection.
We summarize our results for each of these problem variants in Table I . For all variants (except the generalized k-network version) we are able to give low-constant com petitive algorithms and closely matching lower bounds. We are able to relate the offline connectivity problem to standard packet scheduling, which indicates some notion of difficulty in closing the gap in our results. For the k-network version, we prove that no deterministic algorithm can be competitive and that no randomized algorithm can offer a competitive ratio better than Q (k). Appropriately, we have an O(k) competitive randomized algorithm for this variant.
V. NOTATION
Throughout this work, we will use ALG to denote the schedule of an algorithm and OPT to denote the schedule of the optimum offline algorithm. We also abuse notation and use these to denote the actual sets of packets sent and also the total value obtained. It will be useful to distinguish cellularly-sent packets from wirelessly-sent packets. Thus, we use ALGc and ALGw to denote the set (and total value) of packets an algorithm sends over the cellular and wireless networks, respectively. We will similarly use 0 PTe and OPT w for the optimum offline algorithm. Lastly, we use ALGwc and OPTwc to denote the sum of the cellular values of packets in ALGw and OPTw, respectively. We summarize this notation in Table II .
VI. USING FEASIBLE SCHEDULES
A typical framework that will be used in this work will be to maintain feasible schedu les throughout the execution of the algorithm. A feasible schedule is simply a schedul ing of announced (but not necessarily arrived, as in the offline packets case) packets to distinct timeslots so that all scheduled packets could be sent, assuming persistent connectivity and ignoring any further packet announcements.
For example, we can compute a feasible schedule by finding a maximum-weight matching of packets to time slots or by following a highest-value-first scheduling policy. These feasible schedules give a possible course of action and as such are useful in guaranteeing that we get a certain amount of profit from scheduled packets. In this section, we explore different types of feasible schedules and the implications of using them.
A. Feasible schedules used in this work
The first type of feasible schedule we consider is one that follows a most-valuable-packet-first scheduling policy. This type of feasible schedule allows a 2-competitive result for standard packet scheduling as shown in [10] . In fact, we will demonstrate multiple times throughout the paper that even when network connectivity is not persistent, we can remain 2-competitive. The second type of feasible schedule we will be using is a maximum-value feasible schedule which is constructed by computing a maximum-weight matching between packets and future timesteps. This type of feasible schedule al lows for an interesting 2-competitive algorithm for standard packet scheduling: At each timestep t, compute a maximum value feasible schedule and send the packet scheduled at the current timestep. In fact, this is a translation of the 2-competitive algorithm of [17] for the following problem:
Definition 2 (Online Max-Weight Matching with Vertex Locking). A set B of nodes is given and a set A of nodes arrives on line, each node a E A arriving along with its weighted in cident edges to B. We mu st construct a matching of A to B of (approx imately) maximum weight. However, when we decide to match a E A to b E B, this decision is not necessarily fixed for all time. Instead, the nodes of B lock on e by one in an online manner. When a node b E B locks, it mu st keep its cu rren t match from Aforever.lfb E B is not matched when it locks, then it mu st remain unmatched forever. Note that we are not required to match all nodes of A or B, although unmatched nodes contribu te zero to the objective.
For the standard packet scheduling problem, B corre sponds to the timeslots and A to the packets. A particular slot t locks when time t passes and we actually transmit packets. Thus, any competitive algorithm for this matching problem will give the same competitive ratio for packet scheduling. For completeness, we have included details of this result of [17] in the Appendix. 
B. Effect feasib le schedu les have on other networks
Presumably, any algorithm that maintains a feasible sched ule for a particular network connection is saving those packets in hopes that later times will have access to this network. Yet, saving these packets prevents them from being sent over any other network which can be potentially harmful to our performance. In this section, we show that this will not degrade our performance by much.
Consider an instance where all timesteps are cellular. Not knowing this, an algorithm maintains at each time t a feasible schedule St for timesteps t + 1 onward for the WiFi network. Suppose once this algorithm kicks a packet out of the feasible schedule, it is never placed back into the feasible schedule. Surprisingly, if the algorithm sends the highest value packet not in St, it turns out it will still be 3-competitive on this instance. More generally:
Consider an instan ce where all timesteps are network B timesteps. If algorithm ALG maintains a feasible schedule St (for timesteps t + 1 onward) for network A, never read mits packets to the feasible schedule on ce they are removed, and sends the highest valued packet not in St over network B on each timestep, then it is 3-competitive on this instance.
Proof" Let X be the set of packets OPT sends but we do not over network B. For each packet p EX, let xp denote the first time at which it is not in the feasible schedule St and let ap and dp be its arrival and deadline, respectively. Note that since p was available to send throughout [xp, dp] it must be that each packet we send during these times are at least as valuable.
We will show that for all times h :S t2, the number of packets in X such that [xp, dp] � [tl' t2J is at most 2(t2 -h + 1). By Hall's theorem, this will imply a matching in which each of our packets are matched to at most two packets in X (of equal or lesser value) and all packets in X are matched.
Fix h, t2 and let X(tl, t2) denote the set of packets described above. If p is a packet with ap ;::: : h then lap, dp] � [h, t2]. Thus, OPT must have sent p at some time within [h, t2] . It follows that there can be no more than (t2 -h + 1) of these packets. The remaining packets in X(tl' t2) all have ap < h. But since xp ;::: : tl for all these packets, at time h -1 we were able to fit all these packets in our feasible schedule. Since all these packets have deadline no later than t2, it follows that there are no more than (t2 -tl + 1) of these packets. Thus, in total [X(tl' t2)[ :S 2(t2 -tl + 1).
So the total value OPT gets from packets in X is no more than twice our total profit. Moreover, the total value
OPT gets from packets we also send is at most our total profit. It follows that we must be 3-competitive.
•
VII. ONLINE PACKETS
We start by examining the problem in the fully-online situation defined above. We first start with the most general case, then move on towards equal cellular values, equal wireless values and equivalently valued packets. 
A. Arbitrary wireless and cellular values
We now show that in the general online problem, it is possible to be 3-competitive. Our algorithm is as shown in Figure 1 . We prove that this algorithm is 3-competitive via the following lemmas:
Proof' We define mapping 7f : OPTw ---> ALGw such that wp � W7r (p) for every p E OPTw and such that for every q E ALGw, we have 17f -1 (q)1 � 2. The existence of such a mapping proves the claim. Consider a packet p that OPT sends over WiFi at time t;. If p E ALGw then set 7f(p) = p. If at time t; we did not yet send p then p was a candidate packet during t;. This means we must send a packet q of wireless value at least wp at time t;, so set 7f(p) = q. Otherwise we send p over cellular at some time tp < t;. But at time tp it must be that there were packets scheduled by Stp from times tp + 1 up to dp with wireless value at least tp. One of these packets must be available to be sent at time t;. Thus, we know that the packet q we send at time t* has wireless value at least wp and we can set 7f(p) = q. Notice that each of our wireless packets is charged at most twice: once by itself and once by the packet OPT sends at the same time. Thus our wireless value is at most half the optimum wireless value.
• Lemma 2. ALGw + 3ALGe � OPTe.
Proal If at every time, we send the highest cellular value packet not in St then, by Theorem 1, we would have 3ALGe � OPTe. However, at WiFi times, we may not be able to send these cellular packets. A close examination of the proof of Theorem 1 will show that these WiFi time steps become matched with at most one packet that OPT sends cellularly but we do not. This follows simply because OPT cannot send a cellular packet during these times. Additionally, the wireless value we get is greater than the cellular value we would have received. Thus, we recover our losses if we add the value we get from all our wireless packets, finishing the proof.
• We can now add the inequalities of Lemmas 1 and 2 to show that our algorithm is 3-competitive: 
B. Wireless values 0: times greater than cellular values
If we are guaranteed that for each packet p we have wp � o:cp for some large 0:, then we can actually improve our competitive ratio using the algorithm outlined in Fig  ure 2 . To analyze this algorithm, we define the following additional notation: We let ALG f denote the value ALG gets from all packets it sent wirelessly that were first in the feasible schedule at that time. On the other hand, ALGd will denote the value ALG gets from all packets it sent wirelessly that had the highest difference at that time. Note that every wireless packet falls under exactly one of ALG f or ALGd. We also use ALG fe and ALGde to denote the respective total cellular value of packets in ALG f and ALGd. Finally, we use KICK to denote the total cellular value of packets that were displaced from the feasible schedule due to WiFi times. Proal Let D(t) to be the value of 2(ALGd -ALGde) and F(t) be the value of (1 + (3)ALGf -ALGfe at time t. Assuming that the packets ALG has sent up to time t are no longer available, let Z(t) be the maximum sum of differences (e.g. Note since t + 1 is cellular and Z(t) only considers WiFi timeslots, we know the time tp at which Z(t) sends p satisfies tp > t + 1. Thus, we have that dp > t + 1.
Since the algorithm sent p, it is currently the first packet in the feasible schedule, and any other packet q in the feasible schedule up to dp must satisfy Wq -cq � wp -cpo If one of these packets has deadline dq > dp, then we can make the same claim for all packets up to dq• Ultimately, we can find some time T � dp such that packets are scheduled at every timestep between t + 1 and T inclusive, all of these packets have deadline T or earlier, and each of these packets q satisfy (wq -cq) � (wp -cp). Let S denote the set of packets the feasible schedule sends between tp and T inclusive and note that p rt-S. Thus, Z(t) must send some packet q in S prior to tp -However, we can then swap p and q and obtain a Z (t) that schedules p earlier, and still obey deadlines. This contradicts our assumption that Z(t) sends p as early as possible. It follows that some Z(t) solution must not send p.
• Lemma 4. 2(ALGe + ALGde + ALGfe + KICK) � OPTe + OPTwe'
Pro of" Let OPT ' be the optimum offline solution if all time steps were cellular. Clearly OPT ' � OPTe +OPTwe.
By Fact 2, we know that always following our feasible schedule will keep us 2-competitive. However, certain pack ets may be prematurely sent due to a WiFi time slot, but send the earliest deadline packet these are precisely the packets in ALGde. These packets may kick out the scheduled packets at those times which comprise KICK. If we account for all these packets, we get our result.
• Combining Lemmas 3 and 4 give us the following theo rem: However, notice that for each packet in KICK, we sent a packet from ALGd that was at least a(3 times more valuable. Moreover, ALGfe ::s ALGJla. This gives
Optimizing (3 gives
Thus, our competitive ratio is as claimed.
• We note that plugging in a = 1 gives a competitive ratio of (2 + v'2) � 3.4142 which is slightly worse than our general algorithm. However, if a � � then we are better than 3-competitive. Moreover, as a approaches infinity, we approach competitive ratio 2.
C. Equal cellular values
If all packets have identical cellular value cp = 1 then we can actually be ( 1 + ¢ )-competitive, where ¢ = H2v5 is the golden ratio. Our algorithm is given in Figure 3 . To show this algorithm is ( l+¢)-competitive, we slightly modify our definition of ALGw to be those packets we send over WiFi which have wireless values at least ¢. We then define ALGx to be those packets we send over WiFi with wireless value smaller than ¢. We similarly define OPT wand 0 PTx.
Proof' Consider a packet p E OPT -ALGw. Since p tf-ALGw, it was removed from St at some time xp which we will call p's virtual arrival. Using Hall's Theorem in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we can show that it is possible to schedule at least half the packets in OPT -ALGw within their respective virtual arrival times and deadlines. Since we send all these packets earliest deadline first, we will send at least �IOPT -ALGwl packets. Thus, IALGI ?: �IOPT -ALGwl which can be rearranged to give the claim.
• Further partition OPTx into OPT� and OPT;: where o PT� will be the packets OPT sends at a time when we send a packet in ALGw and OPT�' = OPTx -OPT�. Proof' In a manner similar to the proof of Lemma 1, we can construct a mapping 7f : OPT w U 0 PT� -> ALGw such that for each p E OPTw U OPT� we have W7r(p) ?: wp and such that for every q E ALGw we have 17f -1 (q)1 � 2. Since all cellular values are equal to 1 and all wireless values are at least 1, the lemma follows. Proof' Notice that all times at which OPT sends packets in 0 PT�' are times during which we follow an earliest deadline first scheduling policy. Since the packets of 0 PT�' are never in St, we must send at least I 0 PT�' I packets during the times we follow an earliest deadline first scheduling policy. Notice that the packets we send during these times are precisely those in ALG c or ALG x, so IALGcl + IALGxl ?: IOPT;:I. Clearly, ¢IOPT;:I ?: OPT;: so (¢ -1) I OPT;: I ?: OPT�' -I OPT;: I· Combining both inequalities proves the claim. Compute maximum-value feasible schedule St for times t onward using cellular value. Ensure that for each packet p scheduled at time tp, all packets q scheduled at times [tp, dp] have deadline at least dp- Since all cellular values are 1, ALGc = IALGcl. We obtain value at least 1 for each ALGx packet, so ALGx ?: IALGxl. Finally, (¢ -l)ALGw = iALGw ?: IALGwl. Thus, the left-hand sides sum to no more than ( 1 + ¢)ALG.
D. Equal wireless values
We now consider the case where all packets have identical wireless value W, but may have varying cellular values (less than W). We can show that the algorithm in Figure 4 is in fact 2-competitive. Proof' Let ALGw(t) denote the wireless value ob tained by our algorithm up to time t and Z(t) denote the optimum offline wireless value obtainable from all times after t given the decisions of our algorithm up to time t. Note that ALGw(O) + Z(O) = OPTw. We will show that ALGw(t) + Z(t) is non-decreasing, proving the claim since at the final time t f we have Z (t f) = O.
Suppose t + 1 is a cellular time. Then clearly ALGw(t + 1) = ALGw(t). Suppose our algorithm decides to send some packet p. Let T be the first time slot at which the current feasible schedule has no packet scheduled. Let S be the set of packets currently scheduled between time t + 1 and T. Note that since we send p, it must be that T ?: dp and for each q E S we have dp � dq � T. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that all Z (t) solutions send p and consider the one that schedules p earliest. Let tp be the time Z(t) schedules p and note tp > t. No packet in S can be sent by Z ( t) over wireless prior to tp otherwise we could swap with p and get an earlier time for p. However, this means some packet in S must not be sent wirelessly by Z (t) and we could swap with p to get a schedule Z(t) that doesn't use p. Thus Z(t + 1) = Z(t).
Now, suppose t + 1 is a WiFi time. If our algorithm is unable to send a packet, then clearly ALGw(t + 1) = ALGw(t) and Z(t + 1) = Z(t). If our algorithm sends some packet p but Z ( t) has no packet scheduled, then ALGw(t + 1) = ALGw(t) + W and Z(t + 1) ?: Z(t) -W.
If our algorithm sends p and Z(t) sends q then we know dp ::::; dq. If Z ( t) scheduled p then we could swap p and q and have Z (t) send p at this time instead. Otherwise, if Z(t) doesn't schedule p, we have ALGw(t + 1) = ALGw(t) + W and Z(t + 1) � Z(t) -W. In all cases, we have ALGw(t + 1) + Z(t + 1) � ALGw(t) + Z(t) .• Lemma 10. 2ALGc + ALGw � OPTc.
Proof" Following the Online Maximum-Weighted Matching with Vertex Locking proof in [17] , let � a denote the increase in matching weight upon arrival of task a. Since we occasionally send scheduled packets over WiFi, we now get ALGw+ALGc � L a �a. We can simply combine Lemmas 9 and 10 to get the following:
Theorem 4. The algorithm in Figure 4 is 2-competitive.
VIII. OFFLINE PACKETS
We now consider the variant in which all packets are known up front (but may still have varying arrival times). Under this model, we improve our competitive ratios for the online packet model when cellular values are equal. In the case where all wireless values are equal and all cellular values are equal, we show we can be optimal.
A. Equal cellular values
We will show that the algorithm in Figure 5 is 2-competitive. This gives a slight improvement over our result for the fully online version of this problem.
Lemma 11. 2ALGw -2ALGwc � OPTw -OPTwc.
Pro of· Let p be a packet OPT sends over WiFi at time t;. If p E ALGw then set n(p) = p. If at time t; we did not yet send p then p was a candidate packet during t;. This means we must send a packet q of wireless value at least wp at time t;, so set n(p) = q. Otherwise we send p over cellular at some time tp < t;. But at time tp it must be that there were packets scheduled by Stp from times tp + 1 up to dp with wireless value at least tp. One of these packets must Compute most-valuable-packet-first feasible schedule St for times t + 1 onward using WiFi values. be available to be sent at time t;. Thus, we know that the packet q we send at time t; has wireless value at least wp and we can set n(p) = q. Notice that each of our wireless packets is charged at most twice: once by itself and once by the packet OPT sends at the same time. Thus our wireless value is at most half the optimum wireless value. Moreover, since all packets have the same cellular value, the claim follows.
• Lemma 12. 2ALGwc + 2ALGc � OPTc + OPTwc.
Proof" Note that at time t = 0, we are guaranteed to get at least the cellular value of all the packets in So. Then if OPTc(So) denotes the total value of packets in So which optimum sends at cellular and OPTwc(So) denote the total cellular value of packets in So which optimum sends over WiFi, we have ALGc + ALGwc � OPTc(So) + OPTwc(So).
At time t = 0, we are also guaranteed to get at least the optimum cellular value of packets not in So since earliest deadline first is optimal in this case. Thus, we must have
ALGc � OPTc(So).
Finally, consider all those packets in So that optimum sends over WiFi. Since these packets are not in So, we must have a packet scheduled at every time during their windows. Thus, whenever OPT sends one of these packets, we also send a packet. Thus, we have
ALGwc � OPTwc(So).
Combining all the inequalities proves the claim.
• Theorem 5. The algorithm in Figure 5 is 2-competitive.
B. Equal wireless and equ al cellular values
We show that when all packets have equal wireless value and equal cellular value we can be optimal. This algorithm is as shown in Figure 6 .
Theorem 6. The algorithm in Figure 6 is optimal.
Proof" We first show that we send a wireless packet whenever OPT does. Let p E OPT wand let t be the time Compute maximum-value feasible schedule St for times t onward using cellular values. Ensure that for each packet p scheduled at time tp, there are packets scheduled every time between tp and dp with deadline no earlier than dp. OPT sent it. If we did not yet send p at time t, then it is clear we must send some packet at t. If we already sent p prior to t, then we know there were packets scheduled up until dp. Thus, one of these packets must be available for us to send. It follows that ALGw -ALGwc ?: OPTw -OPTwc.
Note that all packets scheduled at time t = 0 are even tually sent in some manner. Since we originally scheduled the maximum number of packets possible, it follows that ALGc + ALGwc ?: OPTc + OPTwc · Putting inequalities together gives ALG ?: OPT and proves the claim.
IX. OFFLINE CONNECTIVITY
We now consider the variant in which network connec tivity is known in advance throughout the entire instance, but packets arrive in an online fashion. Again, this model is strictly easier than the fully online model and, consequently, we can improve our competitive ratios. In particular, we improve our competitive ratio for the general problem and for the case when all packets have equal cellular value and WiFi value.
A. Arbitrary wireless and cellular values
Since all connectivities are known in advance, we know precisely what each (arrived) packet's value will be at each future timestep. Thus, we can simply employ the matching algorithm of [17] to immediately get a competitive ratio of 2. The algorithm works simply by, at each timestep, computing a maximum-value matching of packets to timesteps and sending the packet matched to the current timestep.
Theorem 7. The ab ove algorithm is 2-competitive.
B. Equal wireless and equ al cellular values
If all packets have equal wireless value W and equal cellular value C, then we can do slightly better than above.
Note that if � < ¢ then for every packet we send, we always obtain i of the value OPT could receive from this packet. Thus, we need only make sure we send more packets than OPT. This can be achieved by simply using an earliest deadline-first scheduling policy, regardless of what network connectivity we have.
On the other hand, if � ?: ¢ then the following policy is ¢-competitive: On a WiFi timestep, we simply send the packet with earliest deadline. On a cellular timestep, we construct a maximum matching of packets to WiFi timesteps. We then find the packet p of earliest deadline whose removal still allows the same number of WiFi timesteps to be matched. If such a p exists we send it, otherwise we send nothing.
Our algorithm then runs the first policy if � < ¢ and runs the second policy if � ?: ¢. Clearly, since we maximize the number of WiFi packets we can send, we have ALGw ?: OPTw.
If we had ignored WiFi timesteps entirely and followed an earliest-deadline-first policy, then we would also col lect optimum cellular value. However, there may be select cellullar times when OPT sends something and we do not because we are saving it for a WiFi timestep. In this case, i of the value collected from this WiFi timestep is enough to cover the cellular value we've lost. Thus, we have i ALGw + ALG c ?: 0 PTc. Combining this with the above inequality proves the theorem.
X. LOWER BOUNDS FOR 2 NETWORKS
We now prove lower bounds on the competitive ratio of any deterministic algorithm. We start by showing that when packets and connectivity are online, no deterministic algorithm can have competitive ratio better than 2, even under the restriction that all cellular values are equal and all wireless values are equal. Thus this gives a lower bound for all versions with online packets.
Theorem 9. When connectivity is online, packets arrive on line and all packets have equal cellular value and equ al wireless value, no deterministic algorithm can be c competitive for c < 2.
Proof" Let ALG be a deterministic algorithm with competitive ratio c. We build a bad instance for this algo rithm as follows: Consider starting at t = 0 with a packet A = (0,1,1,2) and cellular connectivity. If the algorithm decides to send A at this time, then at time t = 1 we get WiFi connectivity. If the algorithm decides not to send A, then in the next time step a packet B = (1,1,1,2) arrives and we have cellular connectivity. In either case, the algorithm gets total value 1 whereas the optimum offline value is 2. It follows that c :::: : 2.
• In fact, a similar example shows that no randomized algorithm can be better than �-competitive:
Theorem 10. When connectivity is on line, packets ar rive on line and all packets have equal cellular value and equal wireless valu e, no randomized algorithm can be c competitive for c < �.
Proof· Suppose, by way of contradiction, that we have a c-competitive randomized algorithm ALe for c < �.
Consider an instance where at time 0 packet A = (0,1,1,0:) arrives and we have cellular connectivity. The algorithm decides to send this packet with some probability p. From here, the instance can run in two ways: (1) in the next time step we get wireless connectivity, (2) we still have cellular connectivity but a packet B = (1,1,1,0:). In the first case, the algorithm's competitive ratio is P + (l'=-p) a and in the second case, the competitive ratio is 2 p+ (1-p) . Thus, the algorithm's ratio is best when these two quantities are equal. Solving for p gives p = 3:-2 in which case our compatitive ratio is ��=� which approaches � as 0: -> 00.
• Next, we show that when connectivity is online, packets are offline and cellular values are equal, no deterministic algorithm can be better than 2-competitive:
Theorem 11. When connectivity is online, but packets are offline and all packets have equ al cellular values, no deterministic algorithm can be c-competitive for c < 2.
Proof" Let ALe be a deterministic algorithm with competitive ratio c. Our bad instance for this algorithm will have two packets A = (0,1,1,4) and B = (1,1,1,1) . At time t = 0 we will have only cellular connectivity. If ALe sends A, then at the next timestep, we get wireless and can only get total value 2 whereas the optimum value is 4. If
ALe does not send A at this time, then in the next time step we have cellular connectivity again. We can only send one of A and B whereas it was possible to send both. Since ALe must follow one of these cases, it follows that it cannot guarantee less than half the optimum profit. Thus c :::: : 2.
• When connectivity is online, packets are offline and WiFi values are equal, we can show a slightly weaker lower bound:
Theorem 12. When connectivity is online, but packets are offline and all packets have equ al wireless values, no deterministic algorithm can be c-competitive for c < v'2.
Proof" Consider an instance with the following packets: In this case, we only get total value 1 whereas OPT could get 1 +,8.
Thus, our competitive ratio is the smallest of 1� ,B and It ,B . Setting both equal gives,8 = v'2-1 which corresponds to competitive ratio v'2. Thus, ALe can be no better than v'2-competitive.
• When connectivities are offline, we can show a lower bound of ¢ even if all packets have equal wireless value and equal cellular value:
Theorem 13. When connectivities are offl ine and all packets have equ al wireless value and equal cellular value, no deterministic algorithm can be c-competitive for c < ¢.
Proof" Consider a two time step instance where at t = ° we have only a cellular connection and at t = 1 we have a WiFi connection. At t = ° packet A = (0,1,1, ¢) arrives. If ALe sends A, then no new packets arrive and the instance ends. Thus, ALe gets total value 1 whereas OPT could get value ¢. If ALe does not send A at t = ° then at time t = 1 packet B = (1,1,1, ¢) arrives. The most ALe can get is ¢ whereas OPT could have received 1 + ¢. In either case, ALe has competitive ratio ¢.
• While there is a gap in many of the cases for offline connectivities, we can easily show that a c-competitive algorithm for this problem implies a c-competitive algorithm for standard packet scheduling. This follows simply because we can treat all timesteps as being of the same network type. Thus, this is in fact true even for the version where all cellular values are equal, or the version where all WiFi values are equal. Given the difficulty in achieving a ¢ competitive algorithm for standard packet scheduling, this implies a level of difficulty in getting a tight bound for 2-network packet scheduling with offline connectivities. 
XI. MORE THAN 2 NETWORKS
A natural generalization of this problem is to consider a hierarchy of network connections. In general, assume we have k types of connections but are guaranteed at least the lowest connection type will be available. Each packet p is then specified by a larger tuple (ap, dp, Vp,l, Vp, 2 , ... , Vp,k) where Vp,i denotes its value if sent over network i. We'll assume the values for each packet satisfy Vp,i :-:; Vp,i+ l for all i.
A. Lower Bounds for k 2:: 3 Networks
Unfortunately, we can show that no deterministic algo rithm can be c-competitive for any c: Theorem 15 . No deterministic algorithm can have compet itive ratio independen t of values.
Proof· We consider instances with one packet and two time steps and three network types. Thus, this also shows that there's very little we can do to obtain superconstant competitive ratios (except possibly if we have dependence on ratio of values). The example is as follows: Suppose at time 0 we have type-2 connectivity and a packet A = (0, 1, 1, a, ( 2 ) arrives where a > c. For our algorithm to be c-competitive, it cannot send the packet at this time step since the next time step could have type-3 connectivity. Similarly, it cannot delay the packet at this time step since the next time step could have type-l connectivity. However, it must do one of the two so we have a contradiction.
• Things are not as bad for randomized algorithms, but a large lower bound can still be demonstrated: Suppose we have an r-competitive randomized algorithm.
It must send A at time 0 with probability p 2:: � in order to be competitive on instance Io. Similarly, it must send A at time 1 with probability p 2:: � to be competitive on instance I 1 . Thus, it must send A with probability at least � on each of the k -1 timesteps. Since the sum of these probabilities must be at most 1, we get r 2:: k -1.
• B. Randomized, e':!:l -Competitive Algorithm
While there is no hope for a deterministic algorithm, we can give a randomized e':!:l -competitive algorithm. This algorithm works as follows: When a packet comes in, we randomly and uniformly designate it a specific network to be sent over. Whenever we have a timestep with network i connectivity, we run the e-=-l -competitive algorithm of [16] .
Since the e-=-l -competitive algorithm has the special property that it can operate if only given relative deadlines of the packets, the non-persistance of network connections will not affect its performance.
Theorem 17. The algorithm ab ove is e':!:l -competitive.
Proof· Consider the set 0 PTi of packets the optimum offline schedule sends over network i. If we are given only this set of packets then we obtain at least e � l times the optimum offline value for this network. If we increase the set of packets given, then this can only increase the value we obtain. Now, if packets randomly arrive with probability 10, then in expectation we will be able to obtain at least e ;;., l OPTi. It follows that in expectation e':!:l v(ALGi) 2::
OPTi. Summing over all i finishes the proof.
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ApPENDIX ONLINE MAXIMUM-WEIGHT MATCHING WITH VERTEX LOCKING
This section provides the 2-competitive algorithm and analysis for Online Maximum-Weight Matching with Vertex Locking described in [17] . To simplify the analysis, we assume that at each time step either one new node of A arrives or one new node of Blocks.
The algorithm proceeds as follows: At each time, compute the matching f-l(At , B, Ft ) which is the maximum-weight matching of the set At of A nodes which have arrived by time t with B subject to the requirement that the locked edges Ft be included in the matching (Ft also includes "null" edges for unmatched locked nodes). Whenever a new node locks, add the appropriate edge from our current matching to Ft .
Let f(At, B, Ft ) be the cost of matching f-l(At, B, Ft ). Suppose that node a E A arrives at time t. Define � a to be the change in the cost of the optimum matching due to If at time t a new vertex a arrives, then At-1 C At. One way to calculate f(At, B -{b}, Ft ) uses a flow formulation. We add a source vertex incident to each vertex in At and a sink vertex adjacent to all vertices in B -{b}. These new edges will have weight 0 and capacity one. All edges between At and B -{b} will remain unchanged and have capacity one. Then we can find a maximum weight maximum flow to identify our maximum weight matching (since all capacities are integral, we know our flow precisely defines a matching). We augment B with "dummy" vertices and connect them to the vertices of A with edges of capacity one and weight zero, so as to guarantee that the max-weight flow will saturate all edges from source to At. We can also do this to calculate f(At-1, B, Ft ).
Consider taking the two graphs from these two instances and superimposing them (by merging identical vertices). Capacities of any identical edges will add, but we keep their weights constant. Now, all edges are capacity 2 except for those edges incident on a or b. Notice that the individual flows for these two graphs simply add and still form a valid flow. If we consider a maximum weight flow 1* over this new graph, then clearly weight(J*) � f (At,B-{b}, Ft)+ f (At-1, B, Ft ) .
We now show that 1* can be decomposed into flows for f(At,B ,F t) and f(At-1,B -{b}, Ft } which proves our claim. It is clear that in 1* the unweighted flow value is 21At l -1. Thus, each At vertex except a has two units of flow passing through it. So starting from a, we can follow the flow, alternating between B and A vertices. This process must stop at a B vertex and so the path has an odd number of edges. We can then add the flow along each odd edge to f(At , B , Ft ) and the flow along each even edge to f (At-1, B -{b}, Ft }. Once this is done, we remove this flow. Note that A vertices now either have 0 units of flow, or 2 units of flow. If b was not involved in this path, then we can start from b and do the same process (being sure to add the flow involving b to f(At, B , Ft ) ). Again, the A vertices still have either 0 or 2 units of
